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Indonesia, lands rich in culture and spices, known for ages an ideal place for the gastronomy 

tradition to be born. As a tropical country on the equator, Indonesia has produced aromatic, tasty and 

healthy spices to be consumed worldwide. With its six main spices: vanilla, cinnamon, cloves, 

ginger, nutmeg and pepper, Indonesia has become known as “The Mother of Spices”. That’s why 

Korono Spices want to :

Connecting Indonesia’s Finest Spices with the World



Korono Spices, is an Indonesian Agri-Company brand under PT Korono Aji Mewangi. Our main 

product is vanilla beans, but we also offer other Indonesian spices, including cinnamon, cloves, 

cardamom. We're dedicated to top-quality spices, authenticity and exquisite flavor and aroma.

Korono Spices is not just rely on one planting area. With the reputation of Sulawesi, Bali and Java 

islands which are fertile for growing various spices, our vanilla and spices comes from fair and 

sustainable farmers in those islands to support their economic development and maintain 

environmental sustainability. While this also allows the company to secure supply to its customers.

We are based in Bali, one of the most famous tourism island in The Republic of Indonesia.



1. Deliver Quality Worldwide:

We are dedicated to employ rigorous quality control measures at every stage of production, from 

farm to the hands of our clients, ensuring that every piece meets and exceeds our clients' 

expectations. 

2. Ethical Sourcing:

We aim to consistently procure the finest vanilla, cinnamon, clove, and ginger from Indonesian 

farmers, ensuring fair and sustainable practices. Our mission is to be a catalyst for economic growth 

in local communities while maintaining the high quality standards for our spices.

3. Customer-Centric Service:

We aim to establish lasting partnerships with our clients. Our mission is to listen, respond, and adapt 

to our clients' needs, fostering trust and loyalty in every interaction.

To be the global leader in providing premium Indonesian spices, known for 

uncompromising quality, ethical sourcing and exceptional customer experiences.



Konsistensi: Consistency

We prioritize to maintaining consistent quality 

standards, flavor profiles, and customer satisfaction 

throughout our business operations.

Roso: Heart

We put our heart into every step of our spice 

production, ensuring we deliver the finest 

Indonesian tastes.

Norma: Norm

We commit to comply the established norms, 

conducting business with integrity and have 

responsible business practices.



Product Catalog

Vanilla Planifolia
Origin : Sulawesi, Bali

Cassia Cinnamon
Origin : Sumatra, Java

Cloves
Origin : Sulawesi, Java

Cardamom
Origin : Java



4 Continents

11 Countries

20+ Happy Customers



Bali, Indonesia

www.______.com

info@____.com

+62 896 5975 4131

+62 896 5975 4131

We look forward 
for our partnership!

PT Korono Aji Mewangi



Connecting Indonesia’s Finest Spices with the World
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